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Ideas are flowing in the new high-tech office
A light and green open space: a young top executive has just taken us on a tour of the new London Tech Hub.
The gender gap? At YNAP this is outdated, “If you’re good at what you do, you can earn more than a man”
By Cristina Lacava
Inside the new London-based tech headquarters of YNAP (YOOX NET-A-PORTER GROUP) - the global leader in
luxury fashion e-commerce - the open space takes the shape of an Italian-style tree-lined square, where ideas are
flowing. Small informal spaces have replaced conference rooms and there are screens everywhere - even along
the corridors - allowing staff to connect with colleagues from other offices. Flexibility, light, sustainability (wood
features are prominent) and above all, connectivity are the main characteristics.
Irene Boni, a young top executive working as YNAP’s Co-Chief Operating Officer, has taken us on a tour of the
Group’s 6.500 sq.m Tech Hub at the West London’s White City Place. Ms Boni perfectly embodies the nature of
the company: young and dynamic (suitcase always in tow), she looks straight ahead without a single glance at her
watch (“How many hours do I work? A lot but I don’t keep count”).
The Tech Hub is very attractive. What is it that makes the space so innovative?
I would say the flexibility of the spaces, which are multifunctional in order to cater for the evolving needs of the
company: the ability to have more or fewer workstations, larger or smaller rooms for collaboration. Another
innovative feature is the possibility to work remotely in small spaces with colleagues from the Milan and Bologna
offices; 3-4 people can ‘meet’ and resolve problems without calling formal meetings. When everyone feels
comfortable, creativity blossoms and it is easier to think outside the box. The Tech Hub is a bright, open space
where employees are encouraged to interact.
Everything seems so agile.
And fast. I’ll give you an example: in the corridors we have a number of screens – TouchPoints - which people
stand in front of during our daily ‘stand up’ meetings. The purpose of these 15-minute morning meetings is to be
aligned on the daily schedule.
And what about technology?
Today, mobile technology accounts for 50% of YNAP’s turnover but the aim is to go from being a mobile-first
company to mobile-only. This is why all YNAP staff – both at Tech Hub and around the world - have an iPhone
and we are developing custom-made apps to work remotely with clients. A virtual personal shopper, for
example, can work alongside a real flesh-and-blood one, offering customers tips on clothes and accessories
based on their tastes and in the future, based on their agenda. This is one of the projects my team is currently
working on.
You are young and female: were there any gender-related obstacles you had to overcome through the course of
your career?
No. At YNAP gender is no longer an issue. There are 8 of us in the executive team, including the CEO Federico
Marchetti, and half of us are women. Half of the Group’s top 200managers are also women. And you know
something? Sometimes us women end up earning more; if you achieve certain results you’re rewarded for it.
You have a young child, how do you manage?
Lapo is 18 months old and lives in my home city, Modena. I travel back and forth between Modena and Bologna,
Milan and our London offices. I have had to find a balance, as many women do, and I seem to live on aeroplanes.
But I’m lucky because I have a very strong team.
Does your company have a programme in place to help reconcile motherhood and work?
We have different programmes in our different global locations. In Italy, for example, we have long school
holidays, therefore, we offer “our” children a number of Summer Camps, which the company has agreements
with.
You spend a great deal of time flying; are you not at all concerned about Brexit?
No, we believe we are well-equipped. Investments in our Tech Hub are important for YNAP: there are already
500 people working here and we expect another 100 new hires in the next two years both in London and
Bologna. Personally, I really love London. It’s not as fast-paced as New York, where I lived in the past, but it is a
very stimulating and creative city.

